Staff Training
Safe Time & Money with Training from the Professionals
We are passionate about delivering excellent training. Our training is focussed on achieving the goals and outcomes of our clients and delegates.
We offer a comprehensive and growing range of courses, available as generic off the shelf or customised to
your operations, aircraft, logos and colour schemes to give a consistent look and feel.

Why Online eLearning

In the days of ever tightening budgets we are all trying to
maximise our training budget. Many of the costs of training are not the actual training but the travel, accommodation and per diem, as well as the investment in training
rooms and equipment. With eLearning the vast majority
of your training budget can go into training. eLearning
allows the students to concentrate on the training and
focus on the information they need. Many studies have
shown that eLearning can save up to 40% in time alone.
eLearning has a number of advantages, these include;
• Training - Anywhere, Anytime.
• Substantial savings due to elimination of travel
and expenses.
• Just In Time (JIT) training.
• Quick reaction to new training requirements.
• Higher retention.
• Online training is less intimidating than Instructor Led courses.

Why Instructor Led Training

Some subjects are not suitable to be presented remotely by eLearning, they need to given face to face. A good
example of this is Crew Resource Management. For these courses we can provide Pilot, Cabin Crew, Aviation
Security and Dangerous Goods instructors for your training, or alternatively provide courseware to be delivered
by your own instructors. All our instructors are qualified and highly experienced in the subject areas that they
present.
Although courses are generally written to EU-OPS they can be converted to FAA or other aviation authorities.

Training for:
PILOTS | CABIN CREW | ENGINEERS | GROUND STAFF | AIRPORT STAFF | INSTRUCTORS

Visit us at www.aviatastraining.com

AVIATAS

Staff Initial & Recurrent Courses

Staff Enrichment Courses

Security (GSAT)

Principles of Flight

Looking at the staff members
role and procedures for Aviation
security.
Initial Course - eLearning or Instructor Led.
Recurrent Course - eLearning.
UK DfT Approved

Instruction in the Principles of
Flight not only is a EU-OPS requirement, it also helps the cabin
crew understand the aircraft and
how it operates.

Incident & Accident Review

Time Zones

Looking at trends of incidents and
accidents and the actions being
taken to mitigate them.

Aircraft often travel over time
zones, understanding why they
occur and what they mean as
well as the concept of UTC is
important. This course helps in the
understanding of this subject.

The course can be generic or customised to your aircraft types and
operating area.

The 24 Hour Clock

Instructional Techniques

Understanding the 24 hour clock
is very important in aviation, this
course introduces the 24 hour
clock and how to read it, incudes
interactive examples.

This 4 day course is for anyone
wishing to become a ground instructor, it covers everything from
basic instruction to how to build
PowerPoint presentations.

The Phonetic Alphabet

The phonetic alphabet is very important in aviation and this course
runs through the alphabet with
audio and visual instruction.

Services:
COURSE DEVELOPMENT | TRAINING NEEDS ANALYSIS | LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS | TRAINING CONSULTANCY
eLearning

Learning Management Systems

Instructor Led Training

Training Needs Analysis

Blended Delivery

Training Consultancy

Online training is a cost effective training delivery in a wide range
of subjects.
For subjects that are not suitable for eLearning and where face to
face instruction is the preferred method.
A combination of eLearning & Instructor Led Training, this gives
the best of both worlds and may involve pre learning via eLearning and instructor delivered main module.
AVIATAS
Lime Field, Manor Lane, Baydon, Marlborough, Wiltshire SN8 2JD
United Kingdom
email: contact@aviatastraining.com
tel: +44(0)20 3287 6970

Deliver your online training and track your staff on both online
and instructor led training.
Introducing new procedures or equipment? Want to change behaviour? Think there is a gap in your training?
With a multilingual, multicultural and talented team of aviation
professionals, we can provide all your training needs.

AVIATAS

